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Linkage of HIV PCR-positive children (0-5 years) between 
HIV Diagnosis and ART Initiation in the City of 
Johannesburg

Linkage between early infant HIV diagnosis (EID) and HIV care/treatment is 
critical to achieving 90-90-90 targets for children. In South Africa, linkage 
between EID and ART initiation of HIV-positive children ranges from 39% to 
65% leaving considerable scope for improvement. We describe  the 
Paediatric and Adolescent Scale-Up Project (PASP) to improve paediatric 
case-finding and linkage-to-care in 10 Inner-city Johannesburg facilities.

We used the NHLS PCR results database from June 2015-June 2016 to
identify children with HIV PCR-positive and indeterminate results. The PCR-
positive results were de-duplicated and filtered by age to identify PCR-
positive children (0-5 years). Results were matched by name/date of birth to
children in ART registers, district Tier.Net database and Intelligent
Dispensing of Antiretroviral Treatment (iDART) pharmacy system. PCR-
positive results not matched to a data source indicating ART initiation were
followed up.

We identified  302 PCR-positive results. Of these HIV-positive children, 155/302 
(51%) were matched to routine ART databases. Of the 147 not matched to an 
ART database, 100/147 (68%) lacked contact details and 6/147 (4%) had 
inaccurate contact details making them unable to be traced.

Of the 41/147 (28%) with contact details, 8/41 (20%) were confirmed to have 
been initiated elsewhere, 6/41 (15%) were deceased, 27/41 (66%) could not be 
reached telephonically (community tracing ongoing).  

Overall linkage to care was 163/302 (54%) for children testing HIV-positive with 
a PCR during this period.

Figure 1: Linkage of PCR-Positive Children, City Of Johannesburg ,June 2015-June 2016
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Just over half of PCR-positive children were linked to care, but poor contact 
information limited tracing of those not linked. Increased efforts to link HIV-
infected children identified through EID is essential to reduce morbidity and 
mortality in this vulnerable group, and to optimise benefit of the considerable 
resources used to conduct birth and EID testing. 

Linkage to care can be supported through weekly analysis of “PCR for 
Action” reports supplied by NHLS throughout the country.
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